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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses methods for reducing beam hardening effects using spectral data
for biomaterial applications. A small-animal spectral scanner operating in the diagnostic energy
range was used. We investigate the use of photon-processing features of the Medipix3RX ASIC
in reducing beam hardening and associated artefacts. A fully operational charge summing mode
was used during the imaging routine. We present spectral data collected for metal alloy samples,
its analysis using algebraic 3D reconstruction software and volume visualisation using a custom
volume rendering software. Narrow high energy acquisition using the photon-processing detector
revealed substantial reduction in beam hardening effects and metal artefacts.
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1. Introduction
Beam hardening artefacts in x-ray computed tomography (CT) of metal hardware frequently limit
the diagnostic quality. This applies to large metal objects such as orthopaedic implants as well as
smaller samples like tissue-engineered scaffolds. Beam hardening effects are visible in the form
of streak artefacts and cupping effects. These artefacts affect the metal and surrounding non-metal
regions. During beam hardening, the mean energy of the x-ray beam increases, and dense metal
samples can cause severe beam hardening due to reasonably high atomic number as compared to
soft tissues. Photon starvation due to the presence of metal hardware further deteriorates the image
quality. One common approach is to employ a source filter and preharden the beam, thus removing
low energy photons that largely contribute to beam hardening. However, this leads to poor soft
tissue contrast. Mathematical correction techniques for beam hardening and metal artefacts have
been reported, some of them used in clinical routines. These techniques include sinogram inter-
polation methods [1, 2], dual energy extrapolation [3], energy models and polynomial corrections
(for µCT) [4, 5]. Some of these post-processing techniques are computationally intense, requiring
metal data segmentation and/or several forward and backward projections. Dual energy corrections
are usually done at the cost of increased exposure [5].
Photon-counting detectors have been successfully employed in preclinical applications. Using
spectral imaging, a novel approach towards minimising beam hardening effects is proposed. To
the best of our knowledge, beam hardening and metal artefact reduction using spectral imaging
has not been reported. Unlike numerical techniques, the work described in this paper aims at
minimising metal artefacts in the acquisition stage, by capturing high energy quanta that exhibit
less beam hardening effects. The Medipix ASIC allows simultaneous data acquisition from discrete
user-defined energy ranges. The ASIC was designed to count photon events and categorise them
based on energy thresholds determined by the user. This feature enables the capture of spectral
signatures for multiple materials which can be used for material discrimination. The number of
counts for discrete energy bands can be obtained by subtracting data from two counters. This is
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essentially done as a pre-processing step prior to flat-field normalization and reconstruction. The
raw data from a counter has an energy range between [TC, kVp], where TC is the corresponding user-
defined threshold and kVp is the x-ray tube potential used. Since the count information is acquired
simultaneously in a single exposure, the noise in a particular energy range is local Poisson noise due
to quantum fluctuations. Reduction in streak artefacts using spectral imaging of a scaffold sample
is shown in figure 1. Wide energy acquisition shows severe streaks while narrow high energy range
exhibits reduced artefacts. Also, spatial improvements corresponding to the metal region can be
noticed in the narrow energy band while the wide energy reconstruction shows a blooming effect.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 55 to 80 keV
Figure 1: Metal scaffold sample imaged using Medipix3RX. High energy range shows reduced
artefacts compared to wide energy acquisition.
The earlier Medipix detectors had technical challenges relating to charge sharing effects which
is prominent when pixel pitch less than 300 µm is used. Charge sharing is when the total charge
from a single photon event is split across several pixels and individual pixels counted them as
seperate events thereby affecting spatial and spectral resolution. To overcome this problem, the
new Medipix3RX enables a fully operational charge summing mode (CSM) [6]. During charge
sharing, a single event across multiple pixels are identified through inter-pixel communication.
The charge from 2 x 2 pixel region is summed and the pixel receiving the highest charge from
the event is alloted the summed total charge. This can be termed as ‘photon-processing’. A chip
without CSM would count each of these pixels as a separate photon, each with a reduced energy. In
addition to CSM, there is spectroscopic mode, which allows inter-pixel communication to multiplex
the 2 counters per pixel over a 2 x 2 pixel area (110 x 110 µm2), giving 8 possible counters.
When spectroscopic mode and CSM are enabled, the 110 x 110 µm2 area pixels are checked with
their neighbours, summing the charge over an area of 220 x 220 µm2. This leads to a spatial
arrangement of 128 x 128 pixel clusters at 110 µm pitch with each pixel cluster providing 4 CSM
counters (and 4 arbitrated but non-CSM counters). High-Z sensor layers like cadmium telluride
(CdTe) are preferred for clinical applications due to their ability to operate in wider energy ranges
[7]. A silicon (Si) sensor layer is suitable for soft-tissue imaging in small animals, but has poor
detection efficiency over the full diagnostic x-ray range. Due to low absorption efficiencies [8], Si
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becomes virtually transparent to hard x-rays, which are required for CT of large objects, for metal
artefact reduction and for clinical applications involving gold or gadolinum K-edge imaging. The
quantum detection efficiency of CdTe is suitable for operation in human diagnostic x-ray range
(20 to 140 keV). This article discusses the initial experiments using CdTe sensor in Medipix3RX
ASIC for studying beam hardening effects and metal artefact reduction in the x-ray energy range
of 15 to 80 keV. Metal samples of titanium (Ti) and magnesium (Mg) alloys [9] that are used in
tissue engineering research were used in this study. Porous scaffolds of these metals are usually
implanted in bone to study bone ingrowth [10, 11].
2. Materials and Methods
For the beam hardening study, we used Medipix All Resolution System (MARS) [12] containing
a Medipix3RX ASIC with a 2 mm CdTe sensor bump bonded at 110 µm in a single chip layout.
All the acquisitions in this paper were carried out in CSM. The detector assembly is a module of
the MARS camera which also contains a readout board, peltier cooling system and an integrated
bias-voltage board. A negative bias voltage of -440 V was applied across the sensor during the
acquisitions. The MARS scanner system comprises of MARS camera, a rotating internal gantry
and an 80 kVp Source-Ray SB-80-1K x-ray tube (Source-Ray Inc, Ronkonkoma, NY) with a tung-
sten anode having 1.8 mm aluminium (Al) equivalent intrinsic filtration. The focal spot size is
approximately 33 µm [13]. Mechanical motor control (gantry rotation, source to detector transla-
tion, camera translation and sample translation), detector energy response calibration and threshold
equalization were performed using the custom built MARS scanner software. The samples used in
this study are shown in figure 2 and its description is provided in table 1.
Table 1: Sample description
Sample Material Description
Metal phantom Ti alloy Solid cylinder of 8 mm diameter press fitted
onto a Perspex cylinder of 25 mm diameter to
study cupping effect.
Porous scaffold Ti alloy Porous 3D lattice structure fabricated via
electron beam melting with ≈700 µm thick
struts. Used in tissue engineering research.
Porous scaffold Mg alloy Porous 3D lattice structure fabricated via an
indirect additive manufacturing process in
molten Mg with ≈500 µm thick struts. Used
in tissue engineering research [9].
Porous mesh (stent-like pattern) Ti alloy Porous 3D structure fabricated via selective
laser sintering with variable strut thickness
between 620 µm and 670 µm. Sample length
measures 45 mm (includes a 10 mm base).
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(a) Ti scaffold (b) Mg scaffold (c) Ti mesh
Figure 2: Snapshots of the metal samples (see table 1 for scale information).
2.1 Spectral scan parameters
The scanner gantry was set to continuous-motion rotation to acquire projections at multiple camera
positions. The CSM thresholds were set to 15, 35, 55 and 62 keV. All the samples were mounted
in air during the spectral scans. The MARS camera was translated vertically to cover the entire
diameter of the sample. The geometric parameters (source to detector distance (SDD) and source
to object distance (SOD)) and x-ray tube settings are provided in table 2.
Table 2: Scan parameters
Sample SOD (mm) SDD (mm) Voltage (kVp) Current (µA) Exposure time (ms)
Ti phantom 131.8 163.8 80 80 50
Ti scaffold 131.8 170.8 80 90 40
Mg scaffold 131.8 170.8 80 90 40
Ti mesh 110 144 80 80 40
2.2 Post processing chain
The raw data acquired from the scanner were flat-field normalized using open beam projections
(500 open beam projections per camera position per counter acquired prior to scan). Dark-field im-
ages (50 dark-fields) were acquired prior to scan for dark-field (bad pixel) correction. A projection
space statistical ring filter loosely based on [14] was applied prior to reconstruction. The projec-
tions were reconstructed using MARS-ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique) algorithm [15].
Number of projections per gantry rotation was set to 720. Volumetric rendering was performed
using MARS - Exposure Render, which is a modified version of the open-source Exposure Render
[16] software that implements a direct volume rendering (DVR) algorithm. Modifications to Expo-
sure Render include the addition of tricubic B-spline interpolation between data voxels, the ability
to simultaneously visualise up to 8 volumetric datasets, and numerous user interface changes.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows a single slice spectral reconstruction of the Ti phantom. The cupping effect is
prominent in the low energy range and decreases in the high energy acquisitions. The thresholds
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were determined to provide a trade-off between reduced photon noise and cupping effect. The
spectral images for the energy ranges 55 to 80 keV and 62 to 80 keV exhibit reduced cupping
effect while the 15 to 80 keV reconstruction has low quantum noise and shows good contrast in
non-metal regions. In figure 4, a horizontal line profile passing through the origin of the metal
cylinder shows cupping effect in the different energy ranges. Without the use of any hardware
filters, a significant reduction in the cupping effect is noticeable in figure 4c. The reconstruction
corresponding to the energy range from 62 to 80 keV suffers from severe photon limitation giving
rise to statistical noise. Any significant increase in tube current and/or exposure time for this scan
resulted in detector saturation in non-metal regions.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 35 to 80 keV (c) 55 to 80 keV (d) 62 to 80 keV
Figure 3: Spectral reconstruction of Ti cylindrical phantom. High energy ranges shows reduced
cupping effect.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 35 to 80 keV
(c) 55 to 80 keV (d) 62 to 80 keV
Figure 4: Normalized line profiles for Ti cylindrical phantom. Cupping effect can be seen in (a)
and (b) but much reduced in (c) and (d).
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Figure 5 illustrates a single slice spectral reconstruction of the Ti scaffold. Varying levels of
streak artefacts can be seen across the spectral reconstructions. The spectral reconstructions for the
energy ranges 35 to 80 keV, 55 to 80 keV, and 62 to 80 keV shown in figure 5, exhibit reduced
streak artefacts. A region-of-interest (ROI) analysis was performed in the immediate vicinity of the
metal region where the streaks are more pronounced. Average attenuation coefficent of air close
to zero conveys less regional noise/artefacts. The regional average attenuation coefficient (µROI) of
the non-metal (air) region in 55 to 80 keV reconstruction (figure 5c) shows reduced artefacts. Even
though minor streaks and statistical noise appear in figure 5d due to photon limitation, the artefacts
are less pronounced in comparison to the wide energy acquisition in figure 5a.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 35 to 80 keV (c) 55 to 80 keV (d) 62 to 80 keV
Figure 5: Single slice spectral reconstruction of Ti scaffold sample. µROI is 0.246, 0.030, 0.008 and
0.103 for the circular ROI in (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively.
Using the Ti scaffold sample, a post reconstruction analysis between Si detector (Medipix3.1)
operating in Single Pixel Mode (SPM) and CdTe detector (Medipix3RX) operating in CSM was
carried out. Figure 6a shows a reconstruction for energy range 30 to 50 keV obtained using Si
detector with a detector element size 55 µm in SPM. Despite good spatial resolution, artefacts are
still prominent. The reconstruction using CdTe detector with a detector element size of 110 µm in
CSM (figure 6b) shows reduced artefacts comparatively. To obtain the narrow energy range of 35
to 55 keV, the raw counts at 35 to 80 keV and 55 to 80 keV were subtracted.
(a) 30 to 50 keV using Si (b) 35 to 55 keV using CdTe
Figure 6: Ti scaffold reconstruction using Si Medipix3.1 and CdTe Medipix3RX.
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Figure 7 shows a single slice spectral reconstruction of the Mg scaffold. Due to low atomic
number of Mg (Z = 12) compared to Ti (Z = 22), the results did not exhibit any significant beam
hardening effects. Low energy reconstruction shows good spatial information while high energy
ranges are limited by photon noise. In scans involving smaller samples made from low-Z materials
like Al or Mg, acquiring low energy quanta in CSM provide high spatial information with minimum
or no beam hardening effects. Figure 8 illustrates a single slice spectral reconstruction of the Ti
mesh. Similar to the Ti scaffold, streaks are less pronounced in the mid and high energy ranges.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 35 to 80 keV (c) 55 to 80 keV (d) 62 to 80 keV
Figure 7: Spectral reconstruction of Mg scaffold. Low energy ranges provide good spatial resolu-
tion while high energy ranges are limited by photon noise.
(a) 15 to 80 keV (b) 35 to 80 keV (c) 55 to 80 keV (d) 62 to 80 keV
Figure 8: Spectral reconstruction of Ti mesh sample. Minor streaks are visible in the low energy
range.
4. Summary and Conclusion
Beam hardening and metal artefacts pose challenges during CT imaging in the presence of metal
hardware [17]. This paper presents data that demonstrates the use of spectral imaging in reducing
beam hardening effects and metal artefacts. A high-Z sensor layer like CdTe is necessary to pro-
vide improved spectral resolution at higher x-ray energies needed for typical implant visualisation.
Multi-energy acquisition of metal samples has the added advantage of capturing spectral informa-
tion which exhibits reduced artefacts and reasonable non-metal (tissue) information. Further, the
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results were obtained without any hardware filters (except for the intrinsic filter-equivalent in the x-
ray tube) and without any numerical corrections. A global reduction in noise due to charge sharing
effects was seen due to the availability of CSM. 3D visualisation of the samples (figure 9) revealed
finer spatial structures.
(a) Porous Ti scaffold (b) Mg scaffold (c) Ti mesh
Figure 9: High resolution MARS-Exposure Render visualisation of the metal samples
Further improvements in metal artefact reduction should be achieved by (i) increasing the
tube potential from 80 kVp to 120 kVp and (ii) numerical correction methods by using a refer-
ence energy range where artefacts are minimal. ART plays an important role while reconstructing
datasets with low photon counts. Pixels that receive no photons are treated as dead pixels and the
corresponding equations are ignored during the algebraic reconstruction, a technique that is not
possible in conventional filtered back projection reconstruction. This helps in avoiding secondary
artefacts due to incomplete data. Sinograms are not used since MARS-ART directly operates on
individual projection frames. Different metal samples and scaffold structures are currently being
studied using the MARS spectral imaging modality. Tissue ingrowth quantification using imaging
techniques will help identify the biocompatibility of scaffold materials. The quality of information
derived from conventional CT imaging are limited by beam hardening effects. Spectral imaging has
helped identify energy ranges that are less prone to beam hardening effects and provide improved
visualisation in the absence of artefacts. In conclusion, high-Z detectors such as CdTe operating in
CSM outperform Si detectors for beam hardening and artefact reduction using high energy x-ray
range. The raw data (dicom files), pre-processed projection images and the reconstructions can
be obtained from http://hdl.handle.net/10092/8627 for readers to test the data using their familiar
routines.
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